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Wladimiro Costa Pereira, Renato Anglao,
Inspector Manzoor, Wayne Lotter, Berta
Caceres, Sr. Dorothy Stang.  These are just a
few, a representative group of names, of
those who have been killed in recent years

while defending people’s land, the land itself, endangered animals, the homes of
indigenous people.

I know you might be saying to yourself, ‘He is off on his Faith and
Justice hobby horse again,’ and I have to admit that I am unashamedly doing so
on this feast day of All Saints.

There are many ways in which we can celebrate the saints, the great ones
as Mary, to ourselves who St. Paul calls saints, but as the Climate Change
Conference opens, with many doubts as to its success, I want to celebrate those
who give their lives for creation in different ways.

Pope Francis, in Laudato Si said, “Here I want to recognize, encourage
and thank all those striving in countless ways to guarantee the protection of the
home which we share.”  That again is many of us, but some have gone further
than most of us.

Waldomiro Costa Pereira was a Brazilian land rights activist who fought
for agricultural reform.  In March 2017 he was shot and killed while recovering
from a previous attack.  Renato Anglao was a leader in the Philippines for
indigenous people and their lands, and killed in 2017.  In the same year,
Inspector Manzoor was killed intercepting poachers in the Punjab.  Wayne
Lotter was shot in Tanzania in 2017, he was an elephant conservationist and
head of an anti-poaching NGO.  Berta Caceres, worked for decades defending
the rights of the Lenda people in Honduras and was murdered at home in 2016.
Sr. Dorothy Lang  lived for four decades in the Brazilian Amazon, defending the
forest and the lands of the poor.  She was shot in 2005.

These battles are being fought today throughout the world.
I know that I am extending the traditional definition of a martyr as not all these
people died directly for Christ, and anyone reading the Beatitudes today might
say the last line says: “People who have been persecuted for my sake” not just
for everyone or everything in general.  In the reading from the Apocalypse
(Revelation) it says “washed their robes white again in the blood of the Lamb”,
which is of course Christ.



But when we are thinking about creation, which is very much on our
minds now, let’s look at how St. Paul speaks of Christ in Colossians: “Christ is
the first-born of all creation, all things in heaven and on earth…all things were
created through him and for him…he holds all things in unity…God wanted all
things to be reconciled through him.”

To help preserve creation is to work with and for Christ, regardless of our
background.  That is what we read in scripture.

So, going back to the Beatitudes, when we are talking about saints we
praise those who wish to save the earth as our heritage, who hunger and thirst
for what is right, who comfort those who mourn, who seek to find a peace that
is just, because all these will be called the children of God.

In the first reading the writer first sees a group of 144,000 saints who are
saved.  This is simply a large number made by taking the number of the tribes of
Israel, and the apostles, 12, and squaring that to 144, and then showing it is huge
by multiplying it by 1000.  But then later he says, ‘I also saw a huge number,
impossible to count, of people from every nation, race, tribe and language,’ who
were praising God among the saints as well.

How does the psalm define a saint?  The person with ‘clean hands and a
pure heart, who desires not worthless things…such are those who seek God,
seek the face of the God of Jacob.’

If we have no belief beyond this world, and if we do not see our world as
something more than just a planet that has no sense of gift or love behind its
creation, and if we assume that all success is simply a matter for humanity
(though we should have seen through that by now), then should something like
the Climate Change Conference seem to be a failure, then we will be people
with no hope.

But if we believe that Christ underpins everything, then we can never be
people without hope.  Then rather than just believe a pessimistic media, as well
as any big successes there might be, we look for the small successes, the hidden
discussions, the quiet decisions that take place without being recognized and
can influence so much.

And also, we see the people who give everything, just so that many can
have hope.

As Pope Francis said, ‘“Here I want to recognize, encourage and thank all
those striving in countless ways to guarantee the protection of the home which
we share.”  These give us hope.


